### Practitioner Name | Practice Specialty
---|---
Natalie Flagstad | Anesthesiology
Anne Mentele | Anesthesiology
Anton Mentele | Anesthesiology
Steven Santos | Anesthesiology
Cheryl Martiny-Jorgensen | Anesthesiology
Robert Dohman | Family Medicine
Jane Poeschel | Family Medicine
Enoch Ashifulin | Internal Medicine
Angela Lindstrom | Family Medicine
Kenneth Rucker | Internal Medicine
Russell Dukee | Emergency Medicine
Lance Weagant | Emergency Medicine
Stacie Zais | Emergency Medicine
Sarah Liddell | Emergency Medicine
Madeline Rosellus | Emergency Medicine
Erik Dickson | Emergency Medicine
Marissa Wollak | Emergency Medicine
Amanda Lange | Emergency Medicine
Thomas Wagner | Emergency Medicine
Ronald Reimer | Emergency Medicine
Karissa Kerstan | Emergency Medicine
Kyle Burkhamer | Emergency Medicine
Jennifer McClean | Emergency Medicine
Joseph Williams | Emergency Medicine
Brandt Freitag | Emergency Medicine
John Snyder | Emergency Medicine
Katrina Merkel | Emergency Medicine
Kelli Allen | Emergency Nurse Practitioner
Roberta Herrick | Emergency Nurse Practitioner
Kelsey Meyer | Emergency Nurse Practitioner
Angela Bentley | Emergency Nurse Practitioner
Alexandro Vasquez | Emergency Nurse Practitioner
Thomas Sadoros | Physical Therapy
Renée Weber | Physical Therapy

### Practitioner Name | Practice Specialty
---|---
Joseph Rucker | Plastic Surgery
John Stien | Diagnostic Radiology
Benjamin Whitis | Diagnostic Radiology
David Hesse | Foot and Ankle Orthopaedics
Paul Ruh | Gastroenterology
Tabetha Petrow | Gastroenterology
Jordan Crow | Obstetrics & Gynecology
Jose Padilla | Orthopaedic Surgery
Greg Heiler | Pathology Anatomic and Clinical
Mark Hofer | Pathology Anatomic and Clinical
Katie Sackett | Pathology Anatomic and Clinical
Courtney Whitney | Sleep Medicine
Adriana Escandon Sandino | Sleep Medicine
Stephen Derose | Sleep Medicine
Brent Wogahn | Surgery - General
Brandon Andrew | Surgery - General
Michael Hersh | Urology
Brian Pauley | Wound Care & Hyperbaric Medicine
Wells Mangrum | Diagnostic Radiology
Mark Augustyn | Diagnostic Radiology
James Geraghty | Diagnostic Radiology
Peter Hanson | Diagnostic Radiology
Mark Southard | Diagnostic Radiology
Jan Stauss | Diagnostic Radiology
Karl Stien | Diagnostic Radiology
Jacques Tham | Diagnostic Radiology
Chris Longbella | Obstetrics & Gynecology
Frank Lorusso | Obstetrics & Gynecology
Chris Buntrick | Ophthalmology
Joseph Cotton | Orthopaedic Surgery
Rima Defatta | Otolaryngology
Robert Defatta | Otolaryngology
David Durnick | Pathology Anatomic and Clinical
Robert Ridenour | Pathology Anatomic and Clinical
Richard Hanna | Cardiovascular Disease
Daniel Kincaid | Cardiovascular Disease